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Abstract
Effective communication across languages is gaining impor-
tance as the the worldwide community interacts more and
more frequently within an interlingual context. It is time
consuming to train individuals to learn a language, effort
consuming to produce translations in the traditional sense
through two-way translators, and expensive due to these
foreign language skills being in high demand. Using new
methods in natural language processing, we can produce
translations using less corpora, fewer dedicated translators,
and an equivalent or lessened measure of time. This paper ex-
plores these methods. This paper starts by introducing more
general approaches, such as supervised machine translation,
and then focuses on less known novel approaches. First, it
introduces the baseline methods of statistical machine trans-
lation and neural machine translation, then it describes more
advanced tools like AdvGen and TransRepair.

1 Introduction
Machine translation (MT) is the use of software to inter-
pret text from one language into another without the use
of any human translator. Before the advances of machine
learning, the field for research into machine translation has
been Rule-based. Rule-based machine translation (RBMT)
uses relationships between languages explicitly written into
the translator by technicians or linguists and requires heavy
supervision and development time, not counting any lost
subtleties within any language that could not be reasonably
taken into account using a series of rules. For example, sar-
casm within text is a highly complex lexical rule to attempt
to construct manually.

1.1 Statistical Machine Translation
SMT, or statistical machine translation, relies entirely on
bilingual corpora. Bilingual corpora are a language resource
containing documents that are translations of each other.
These types of data are frequently known as parallel texts, as
they seek to match phrases between languages. The method
attempts to match source language phrases with the most
similar phrases in the target language, finding the probability
that a target string is a translation of the source string, and
the probability of seeing that string within the same context
within the corpora. As the string appears more and more
in the corpora in that context, it is more and more likely to
be predicted to finish a text. The studies referenced in this

paper explore making use of generated synthetic parallel
data for use within machine translation. [4]

1.2 Neural Machine Translation
NMT, or neural machine translation, is a predictive machine
translation system using neural networks. Neural networks
take input data, in our case, what we wish to translate, and
that input goes through a series of “hidden“ nodes which act
as the main computational method. The output from these
hidden nodes is then compared to the expected output from
the neural network’s input. If the output is not a good match
to the expected output (known as training data), the hidden
nodes change their computational method so as to make that
output less likely with that input, and the opposite happens
if the output is a good match. Neural machine translation
attempts to predict the probability of a sequence of words
using this training data and it typically translates more effec-
tively than statistical machine translation. Recurrent neural
networks are neural networks which form a cycle, feeding
previous neural network outputs into neural inputs to assist
in training, typically increasing the quality of translation.

1.3 Unsupervised Machine Translation
UMT, or unsupervised machine translation, is a method that
uses fewer manually produced parallel text pairs as parallel
data for training than supervised MT. All methods previ-
ously described use supervised machine translation. For our
purposes, “unsupervised" defines the training of MT systems
on parallel texts where one side is synthetic. Starting with a
small development set of manually produced sentence pairs,
we generate synthetic parallel data from monolingual data
and this is used by the machine translation method.

1.4 BLEU
BiLingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) is an algorithm for
determining closeness to a human translator [5] . It is an
effective benchmark for determining if a method of machine
translation can successfully match or come close to matching
human judgement. The higher the number, the higher the
closeness to a perfect translation. 0 meaning completely
imprecise and 100 meaning completely precise. The input
is what the machine translator takes in, the output is the
machine translation output, and the references are two good
quality translations to be used as comparison to the output.
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Example 1
• Input: “Le chat est sur le tapis.“
• Reference 1: “The cat is on the mat.“
• Reference 2: “There is a cat on the mat.“
• Output: “The cat the cat on the mat.“

Starting with example 1, an n-gram is a sequence of n
words, a unigram is a sequence of 1 word, a bigram is a
sequence of 2 words, and so on, we isolate unigrams in the
candidate sentence and compare them to the good quality
reference sentences. The algorithm checks each word in the
candidate phrase (labeled as Output) to see if it appears in
the references, and if so, it gets a point. As each word in
the candidate sentence can be found in the references, we
ignore multiples and only count towards the score if it hasn’t
already appeared. We can aim for a more accurate measure
of precision by changing the unigrams to bigrams. Now
the output sentence is isolated into sequences of 2 words,
i.e. “the cat“, “cat the“, and so on. "the cat" appears in both
references, “cat the“ appears in none, “cat on“ appears in 1,
“on the“ appears in both, and “the mat“ appears in both. The
total number of bigrams in the candidate sentence is 6 and
the total unique bigrams in the candidate sentence matching
references is 4, for 4/6: for a BLEU score of 66.67. BLEU
goes further than bigrams and unigrams, typically using
sequences of 4 words for precision calculation. The BLEU
precision scores for sequences are combined using geometric
means to prevent shorter translations from receiving high
precision scores too easily.

2 Methods
2.1 Iterative training of unsupervised SMT
Proposed by the referenced paper, an alternative framework
to improve unsupervised SMT (USMT) and unsupervised
NMT (UNMT) systems iteratively. Assuming that the UNMT
approach can produce translations of a better quality than
those by USMT, a new USMT system performs using syn-
thetic parallel data generated by the previous UNMT system
and is expected to create a system better than the previous
USMT system. This method can be repeated for several iter-
ations to improve USMT and UNMT. Within each iteration,
training is done without the use of previously generated syn-
thetic data, as to lessen possible bias. The original training of
UNMT is initialized by the synthetic parallel data generated
by the previous USMT system, and vice versa, except for
the very first USMT initialization, which uses a synthetically
produced data from a set of good quality manually produced
phrases.
Phrase table induction [4], here used as a source of natu-

ral language data, is a resource that takes a set of manually
produced phrases, extracts sequences of a length up to seven
words from the monolingual corpora of manually produced
good translations, and induces the phrase tables by attempt-
ing to extract matching or similar phrases from the manually

Figure 1. USMT Framework for a given language pair L1-
L2.[4]

produced set. This method provides many source phrases for
us to work with. These phrases that are extracted are mean-
ingful due to the way they are collected: the system attempts
to identify a sequence of words as a phrase by the frequency
the words appear together, the higher the frequency, the
more likely a phrase will be identified as such. [4]

Figure 1 shows the diagram of USMT in this framework.
Induced Phrase Table: Phrase pairs are calculated from the

similarity scores of the pairs, calculated from local contex-
tual similarity [7]. Afterwards, automated refinement of the
unsupervised SMT begins, as otherwise, translation between
very distant languages would be very poor.

Lexical ReorderingModel: The reorderingmodel is learned
from the parallel text data through the relations of adjacent
words in sequence. For example, English is a subject-verb-
object language. “John eats pie“ is a valid sentence. John,
the subject, eating, the verb for which our subject is act-
ing on, and the object, what our subject is acting on itself.
If English were a subject-object-verb language, “John eats
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pie“ would be transformed into “John pie eats“ after being
lexically reordered. The optimal alignment for the given
word order and the word-to-word translation possibilities
are computed through the learned model and once this re-
ordering/realignment is finished, the resulting aligned sen-
tence pairs are more accurately correlated to each other than
before.
Pruning: The synthetic data is pruned as proposed by

previous work through the use of significance testing. Sig-
nificance testing assesses associations by calculating the
probability that an observed table could occur by chance, for
example, “I read a book.“ would appear more frequently than
“I read an apple.“, both the latter and former would appear
randomly, but because “I read a book.“ is so much more com-
mon than “I read an apple.“, despite them both appearing
randomly, we are able to determine that the first phrase is
significant because of how unlikely it would be that it could
occur that many times naturally, i.e. it’s the difference be-
tween seeing one perfectly spherical rock and seeing one
thousand perfectly spherical rocks on your beach visit. Up
to 90% [3] of phrase pairs are pruned due to low-quality or
non-use in any translation, without any significant reduction
to BLEU score.
The pruned phrase table is then plugged into the USMT

system, and after translation, iterated into an unsupervised
neural machine translation system (UNMT).

2.2 Iterative training of unsupervised NMT
The synthetic parallel data taken from the previous USMT
system is now being used as the baseline parallel data for the
UNMT method. It has the same goal as the previous USMT,
to maximize the likelihood of parallel phrase detection and
filtering. To obtain better translations, UNMT integrates the
synthetic parallel data of USMT as mentioned before.

Figure 2 shows the diagram of UNMT in this framework.
Synthetic Parallel Data: The starting parallel data is con-

structed using the previously produced synthetic parallel
data from USMT.
Filtering: Since USMT commonly outputs ungrammati-

cal translations, only the sentence pairs with the highest
fluency are kept. Deciding which pairs are kept is the nor-
malized language model score, a monolingual model. Using
the synthetic parallel data from the earlier USMT iterations,
a monolingual dataset, and a recurrent neural network to
filter the least grammatical 33% of pairs produced to keep
even fewer sentence pairs for training.
The filtered parallel data is then plugged into the UNMT

system, training the L1→L2 UNMT system on synthetic par-
allel data generated by back-translating L1 sentences using
the L2→L1 UNMT system, as well as those generated by
the L2→L1 USMT system. Back-translation is: transform-
ing the translated document back into its original language.
Translation quality improves and the cycle recurs, using the

Figure 2. UNMT Framework for a given language pair L2-L1
[4].

UNMT parallel data generated and filtered back into the
USMT system.

2.3 Automated repair of self-learning
Even with so many positive considerations and outcomes
from NMT, perturbations within input sentences can force
translation output to become entirely erroneous only with
small changes and errors. Natural noise and other errors
must therefore be dealt with in a way that allows the output
to be understood even with these errors. Neural networks
are trained to learn using a combination of erroneous and
correct material.
TransRepair is a tool meant to test and repair MT in a

novel way [8]. It generates tests for checking whether an
inconsistency bug has been found after taking the origi-
nal sentence/translation and mutating the original sentence
via word replacement. This process is done multiple times,
consistency score is calculated by how often the words are
used interchangeably, automatically filtering mutants by
score. For example, BLEU scores, mentioned previously, are
a consistency metric, another metric is the LCS-based metric,
which measures the similarity of two sequences by their
longest common subsequence, given that they appear in the
same relative order. The original translation is then com-
pared to the mutated translations in one of the previously
mentioned consistency metrics and if an inconsistency is
discovered through a low consistency score in a consistency
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metric mentioned above, it automatically repairs the incon-
sistent translation in line with the other mutants to raise
consistency score. TransRepair uses the earlier mutations
and methods of text prediction or cross references in an
attempt to fix the original translation and output an opti-
mal translation. The text prediction probability does not
require the training data or any code from the original trans-
lation method’s training algorithm, just the provided tool.
The cross-reference method only requires the execution of
the translator and its output, making TransRepair an adap-
tive way of repairing translations, due to it not needing the
training data or any code from the training algorithm.

2.4 AdvGen
An ideal NMT model would generate similar translations for
inputs that are similar to each other, but this is not always the
case. A translationmay be incorrectly different through small
changes in the input sentence, changing the meaning of the
sentence entirely. AdvGen is a supervised neural machine
translation tool, to be used with neural machine translators,
meant to improve this model translation “robustness" [2].
Increasing robustness, how perturbed a pair may be and still
output a valid translation, is our goal. To do this, AdvGen
generates plausible examples of erroneous translations by
randomly selecting somewords in a sentence, checking those
words and a list of closely associated words. Whichever word
in the sentence is most erroneous based on how unlikely it is
to appear in that context, replaces the word in the sentence
while feeding it back to the neural network model for testing.
These are expected to retain some level of similarity but still
be different enough that it may confuse the system. This
new sentence is now a new data point to improve the neural
model’s robustness.

3 Results
3.1 Iterative training of USMT/UNMT
Figure 3 shows the results of the iterative training method
for USMT/UNMT. The languages are de: German, en: Eng-
lish, fr: French, and ja: Japanese. Newstest and NTCIR are
language data sets, Newstest is news data and NTCIR is data
from the National Institute of Information Test Collection
for Information Resources. The number after the model type
is the iteration number.
The method of iterative training can bring as much im-

provement as adding twice as many sentence pairs for train-
ing. BLEU scores of 15 to 25 (in translations between lan-
guages of similar etymologies) were obtained through meth-
ods used in prior research, such as the Lample method, the
predecessor to the current method. Both use a hybridized
system of statistical and neural machine translation to pro-
duce parallel data. The iterative training method of USMT
was able to produce BLEU scores in the 20 to 28 range, a

Figure 3. Comparison of BLEU iterative hybrid system and
previous Lample framework scores for the unsupervised
iterative method, along with comparisons to supervised SMT
and NMT scores, Newstest and NTCIR are language data
sets. [4]

marked improvement.

The iterative system outperformed the Lample method for
all tasks, even going as far as the iterative USMT performing
better than all Lample UNMT tasks. Consistent improvement
over the iterations can be seen, with UNMT-2 and USMT-2
both showing more effective translation than their UNMT-1
and USMT-1 counterparts, and for some tasks, the unsuper-
vised machine translations were able to gain a result nearly
as good as the supervised machine translations.

The difference is especially pronounced when comparing
the Lample et al. method of UNMT to the novel method of
UNMT, we can see increases of 10 or more BLEU score in
the en→ja (English to Japanese) and ja→en result columns.
Time wise, it took 4 days for the first iteration’s training

to complete, and then 6 days for the second iteration, while
Lample et al. varied from 2 to 12 days. Training time appears
to be not significantly differ from the previous method.

3.2 TransRepair
Figure 4: translation improvement with TransRepair. Trans-
lation acceptability as scored by manual inspection, the first
four rows are using the translation model of Google Trans-
late, and the second four rows are TransRepair using a sim-
ilarity metric based on longest common sequence, and the
third series of rows are the probability-based approach. We
can see that comparatively, TransRepair shows consistent
translation improvement from manual inspection, and it is
shown to have a lower translation repair cost because it
does not require model retraining. Compared with train-
ing approaches, TransRepair shows consistent translation
improvement from manual inspection.

3.3 AdvGen
Figure 5 shows the comparison of baseline NMT BLEU scores
by model to AdvGen. Experiments were conducted with the
LDC (Linguistic Data Consortium) corpus of 1.2M sentence
pairs for Chinese-English, and the 2014 WMT (Workshop
on Machine Translation) corpus of 4.5M English-German
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Figure 4. Translation improvement with TransRepair [8]

Figure 5. Comparison of NMT BLEU scores by model to
AdvGen [2]

sentence pairs. The NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, and 2008 sets were
used as test sets: sets used to assess the final model’s quality
separate from the training data. The robustness of NMTmod-
els improves using the AdvGen tool, results from perturbed
Chinese→English and English→Chinese translations show
that you can output similar results to unperturbed transla-
tions with AdvGen, improving BLEU scores. The AdvGen
approach, here listed as Ours+Back-Translation, achieves
an average gain of 2.25 BLEU score and up to 2.8 BLEU
score maximum. A back-translated corpus is incorporated
to increase the model’s precision, as discussed in Section
3.2. Since all methods were built on top of the same back-
bone, “Trans.-Base“, or baseline Transformer, this shows the
efficacy of AdvGen.

4 Conclusion
The study of unsupervised MT and methods for selecting
and inducing synthetic parallel data are bolstered by the
methods referenced in the section on the iterative training
of unsupervised machine translators. Using a small amount
of manually produced parallel phrases to improve unsuper-
vised translation and synthetic parallel data continues to be
worked on by the researchers [1].

TransRepair automatically tests and improves context-
similar translation, while previous work relied largely on

adding noisy data to the training set and then retraining the
model, AdvGen is an example of this.
Mentioned as the next step by the research team behind

AdvGen in their conclusion, curriculum learning [6] uses
a system for estimating difficulty of a sample sentence for
translation, and shows the model these samples at certain
times based on their difficulty.

In this paper, we presented an iterative approach for train-
ing of statistical and neural machine translation, AdvGen,
and TransRepair. All three showed improvements in transla-
tion quality and improved closeness to human translation.
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